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Seduced By His Touch
Kyle Bennett was born with a silver spoon in his oh so sexy
mouth.And he's completely unapologetic about it.He likes the finer
things in life and he's used to getting whatever he wants whenever
he wants it. Widowed with a son, he feels completely unqualified to
raise him alone. He's forced to face the fact that he's a little too
much like his dear old dad...i.e. Bury yourself in work and let the
nannies take care of the rest. Until fate steps in and forces him to a
dead stop.The beautiful and sexy nurse, Ella Palmer, is happy to
point out all of the ways in which he falls short.This only makes him
want her more.Ella Palmer grew up on the wrong side of the
tracks.She has had to work hard for everything she has ever gotten.
Nothing has been given to her and she believes that nothing is for
free....There are always strings attached.And there are definitely
strings attached to Kyle Bennett.Caring for his motherless six-yearold is a piece of cake.Taking care of the sexy billionaire father and
not jumping his bones...not so much.As Ella's resistance wears
down the sexual tension sparking between them ramps up.
Suddenly Ella can't remember why she had such a silly rule about
keeping her work and play separate.Seduced by a Billionaire is a
sexy, stand alone romance that will touch your heart and leave you
breathless. This story will appeal to fans of Nora Roberts, Bella
Andre, and Melody Grace.
Once upon a time in New Jersey, there lived a freelance writer
named Lily Adams. When she journeys to the magical city of Paris,
she discovers the food is rich, the wine is potent...and one
particular Frenchman, Jack Montford, is absolutely irresistible!
What Lily doesn't know is that she's actually flirting with a real
prince in disguise. Jack is heir to a title and property, not to
mention a world-renowned perfume company. And as the Comte de
Brissard he's had a mess of trouble with women, especially in
finding one who can see the man behind the title. After a night in
his bed, Jack's convinced Lily wants the man. But will she keep the
prince?
He Had to Marry Her Everyone in London agrees the Byrons are just
as "mad, bad, and dangerous to know" as their poetic non-relation.
But Lord Jack Byron is facing a predicament that is scandalous . . .
even for him! Marry a young woman because he lost a bet?
Unreformed rake Lord Jack Byron would do anything to get out of it.
But the rich merchant who holds his debt insists Jack lead his onthe-shelf daughter to the altar . . . and make her believe it's a love
match. With no options, Jack agrees, thinking he'll be shackled to a
closed-in spinster. But Grace Danvers is no milk-and-water miss.
When he first encounters her in a London bookstore, Jack is struck
by her tempting sensuality and soon becomes determined to
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bed—and wed—her (in that order!). Yet though he plans to seduce
her with his touch, he never dreams he'll also want to win her with
his love.
Rafael Cheves is a man tortured by his gut-wrenching past and
tempted by a future he dare not even dream about. Knowing he'll
never deserve the only woman he ever wanted, Raf will make sure
she stays as far away from him as possible. But when Sophia
Turino, the daughter of the man who raised Rafael from the gutter,
stands before him seven years later, she's even harder to
resist—confident, successful and as intoxicatingly beautiful as ever.
It's time for Raf to obliterate his darkly powerful infatuation….
Seduced By His Touch
Her Highness and the Highlander
An Uncensored Memoir of Love, Liberation and Non-Monogamy
Seduced by Story
Undone by His Touch
One hour. One man. One temptation she couldn't resist. For four
years, model/fashion designer Charlotte Jacobs has managed to avoid
returning to London. Now, with no other choice, she accompanies her
daughter to meet her ex, uncertain if she wants or fears seeing the
only man to break through her tight control.For four years, Sir Iain
Lincoln has waited for Charlotte to return to London, for the chance
to make her his - permanently. After weeks of scandal caused by her
ex and his cousin, Iain seizes the opportunity to tempt Charlotte and
show her that their best chance for happiness is together. All he has
to do is convince her ex he won't hurt her, her daughter that he's
right for her mother, fight with his cousin and somehow break through
the walls of Charlotte's heart. Good thing Iain knows how to plan and
take care of business.Warning - this book has steamy,
dominant/submissive sex scenes, and is intended for adults 18+over.
If you love strong women making it on their own and alpha males who
will stop at nothing to claim and protect them, this story is for
you!
I’ve been harboring a dark secret for two long years. I’ve been
fantasizing about my fiancé’s father, thinking filthy thoughts that a
good daughter-in-law should not be indulging in. So when I catch my
fiancé cheating on me, there’s only one revenge that will fulfill all
my needs. I’m going to seduce his father. It’s dirty and it’s wrong,
and I don’t care. I want him, so I mean to have him. After this
weekend, my ex won’t be the only one who calls his father Daddy. In
Your Dad Will Do, you'll find: - Revenge sex - (former) Father-In-Law
- Daddy Stuff - Age Gap Romance
Second in line, first in love A secret society of younger sons, sworn
to aid and abet each other, no matter the scandal or cost.... Their
fathers and brothers may rule the world, but they run it . . . and
when it comes to passion, they refuse to accept second best.
Searching for hidden treasure, finding forbidden fantasy London's
most sensual former courtesan, Viola Whedon, is incapable of being
seduced-she does the seducing. Until she meets Leonidas Vaughn. Her
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salacious memoirs have made her the target of half the lords in
England, and Vaughn is the only man she can turn to. When he promises
to protect her-and to make her beg for his touch-the alluring beauty
finds both offers impossible to refuse. Leonidas Vaughn secretly
believes Viola possesses a fortune given to his family by the King of
France. So the strong and sexy Vaughn charms his way into Viola's
life . . . and her bed. But when their arrangement is consummated,
he'll experience pleasure far beyond his wildest fantasies-and
realize his heart may need the most protection of all.
Set in the fictional town of Castle Rock, Maine A #1 New York Times
bestseller about a man who wakes up from a five-year coma able to see
people’s futures and the terrible fate awaiting mankind—a “compulsive
page-turner” (The Atlanta Journal-Constitution). Johnny Smith awakens
from a five-year coma after his car accident and discovers that he
can see people’s futures and pasts when he touches them. Many
consider his talent a gift; Johnny feels cursed. His fiancée married
another man during his coma and people clamor for him to solve their
problems. When Johnny has a disturbing vision after he shakes the
hand of an ambitious and amoral politician, he must decide if he
should take drastic action to change the future. With “powerful
tension that holds the reader to the story like a pin to a magnet”
(The Houston Post), The Dead Zone is a “faultlessly
paced…continuously engrossing” (Los Angeles Times) novel of second
sight.
The Wealthy Greek's Contract Wife\Scandal: His Majesty's LoveChild\The Shy Bride\The Melendez Forgotten Marriage\His Penniless
Beauty\The Virgin's Secret
A Disgraced Lords Novel
The Old Romantic
The Sheikh's Sinful Seduction
A Taste of Seduction
I get off on pain... On how I make her writhe under me.Seduce her into calling out to me.Teasing her,
enticing her to cry out as I mark her flesh.Lick her rounded curves.Tie her down and claim her and...I
know what you are thinking.That I demand complete power exchange?True.That I will not stop until I
have broken her?Yep!But here's something else...I am hers because she chooses me.I have control
because she believes that I deserve it. I punish her because she allows it. I own her because she gives
herself to me. She settles that primal anger inside me, even as she incites the need to possess. To
protect.And I will not stopUntil she is MINE This is Doc aka Nolan and Alice's story. Inside the pages:
Snarly, brooding, flawed Fae male who will not stop until he's claimed his soulmate. 1-Click NOW
“Lynsay Sands spins a funny, laughable tale.” —Eloisa James on Taming the Highland Bride Adrian
Montfort, Earl of Mowbray, had been warned that Lady Clarissa Crambray was dangerous. From
stomping on toes to setting wigs on fire, the stunning beauty was clearly a force to be reckoned with.
Still, he’s in need of a wife and is sure he can handle one woman and her “unfortunate past.” Intrigued
by the mysterious vixen, he soon discovers he’s greatly underestimated the lady… Clarissa would like to
find a husband, but perhaps not as much as her stepmother would like one for her. The woman has
forbidden Clarissa from wearing her spectacles so she can look prettier, but how is she to see her
potential suitors? Besides, she’s already caused enough mayhem to earn a rather horrible nickname. Just
when she is about to give up hope of anyone asking her to dance, a man comes to lead her to the dance
floor…a dark, handsome blur of a man.
Shorn of her glorious raven tresses and dressed as a man, Lady Antonia Lamb became Lord Anthony
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Lamb, desperate to keep the property entailed to her twin brother, who is missing at sea. Trapped—and
liberated—by her masquerade, Tony meets her new guardian, the devastatingly dangerous Adam Savage,
who has returned from his plantation in Ceylon, determined to turn the innocent “boy” into a worldly
man. A rake whose scarred face and ice-blue eyes made strong women weak, Adam Savage, legendary
adventurer, vowed to take young Tony to the fleshpots of London; to teach him everything a young heir
should know. But not even Savage guesses Tony's deepest secret, a masquerade destined to erupt in
passionate abandon on one scorching, unforgettable night.
Society shunned the base-born rogue. Matrons whispered behind their fans about his sensual exploits.
Young ladies secretly dreamed of his intimate touch. No one expected Drake Wilder to force his way
into the closed ranks of the nobility-by coercing a very proper lady to the altar. To save her family from
ruin, Lady Alicia Pemberton agrees to wed the scandalous owner of a gambling club. She insists upon a
marriage in name only. But Drake has other plans for his lovely, high-born wife. First, he will use Alicia
to exact revenge on the father he never knew. Then he will work his scoundrel's charm to seduce her into
his bed. But Alicia isn't the meek, submissive wife. And Drake soon finds himself in peril of losing his
heart...
Seduced by Moonlight
The Dead Zone
One-Click Buy: July 2010 Harlequin Presents
Seducing My Guardian
At the Duke's Pleasure

A gritty and emotional historical western romance by RITA-award
winning and Bestselling author Molly O'Keefe. Melody Hurst's
days as a Southern belle are over. Now she's widowed and alone
in the foothills of the Rockies, struggling to make a life in a
dangerous world. She's determined to secure a future by marrying
– but love is out of the question. Cole Baywood has turned
bounty hunter after serving in the horrors of the Civil War, but
the ghosts of the men and women he's killed still haunt him.
He's drawn to the beautiful widow trying to seduce him, only the
darkness in his soul forces him to reject her. Is it possible
that Melody's touch can heal the demons of his past? And how can
he convince a woman who has lost so much to risk her heart?
On the night my parents die, I meet a sexy stranger who tells me
he’s my new guardian. Before I can as much as blink, he ships me
off to boarding school and then ignores me for three years…until
he shows up on my nineteenth birthday to save me from myself.
For six years, that’s his routine. Show up on my birthday. Save
me. Tempt me. And then send me on my way when the chemistry
between us sizzles too hot. That all ends tonight. I’m twentyfive and at midnight I gain control of my trust fund. After
this, I never have to see Devan again and he’ll no longer drive
me wild with his devastating dominance. This year, all I want
for my birthday is twenty-four hours with my guardian. After
nine years of taboo desire and built-up lust, I have a lot of
unfulfilled fantasies to act out.
Ruled by duty… A king among men, Sheikh Zafir cannot allow
emotion or feelings to color his judgment. His carnal desires
must be curbed for the sake of peace in his kingdom. But his
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control is tested by the feisty Fern Davenport; Zafir must have
her. Driven by desire… Innocent Fern Davenport tries to resist
the sheikh's skillful seduction—she knows that he could never
marry her. But under the blistering sun an incendiary thirst
awakes, and one incredible night results in a very lasting
consequence. Now this sheikh must claim his heir and his bride!
Seven Sexy Sins—The true taste of temptation!
The Wealthy Greek's Contract Wife Ilios Manos wasn't interested
in Elizabeth Wareham's sob story. So what if she was broke and
had nowhere to stay? He wanted his money back and his revenge,
and he would exact his price from her however it suited him….
But when Ilios looked closely, he sensed Lizzie's innocence and
knew he couldn't take that from her lightly. So he chose the
next best thing—he was a man in need of a wife…. He would show
her mercy…and she would take his name! Scandal: His Majesty's
Love-child Speculation surrounding exiled rebel Prince Tahir
Al'Ramiz has reached fever pitch! After being spotted causing
mayhem in an exclusive Monte Carlo casino, Tahir decides to fly
home for his brother's coronation. But when the remains of his
helicopter are discovered, the worst is assumed… Until he comes
back from the dead, with no explanation as to how he survived!
Now a mysterious beauty has moved into the palace. Rumors of a
pregnancy abound…. Could it be that this notorious playboy
prince's lost days in the desert camouflaged a secret affair?
The Shy Bride Thrust into the limelight, child star Cassandra
timidly enchanted audiences night after night…. But when her
parents died, Cass retreated into her own world—too shy to leave
her home. Once a year she shares her musical passion by offering
lessons in a charity auction…. This year, money talks. The
winning bid: $100,000! Enter Neo Stamos, arrogant Greek tycoon.
He wants Cass with a burning desire, though he knows that, shy
and sweet, she will need a gentle awakening…. But Neo's the
master of seduction! The Melendez Forgotten Marriage When
fragile Emelia awoke from her coma she had no recollection of
the strikingly handsome man before her, whose eyes glittered
like fine-cut gems—hard and impenetrable. But he aroused
something within her…. Javier Melendez had wed Emelia for
convenience and bedded her for pleasure. The rules in place
during their marriage had suited him perfectly, and he'd ensured
his trophy wife adhered to them…. But as Emelia's memory slowly
returned, she seemed to be laboring under a misapprehension…that
their marriage was based on love! His Penniless Beauty Four
years ago, Sophie loved Nikos Kazandros with all her heart. What
she didn't know was that Nikos would take her virginity and then
move on…. Now, not knowing where to turn for money, Sophie has
taken a job she wouldn't normally have considered. But on her
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very first night things go disastrously wrong when she bumps
into…Nikos. He's outraged to see how she's earning a living and
knows he needs to stop her immediately. But the only way to do
that is to keep her close and pay for her time…. The Virgin's
Secret Leo Parnassus has returned to Athens to head the family
empire. A New Yorker since childhood, he finds life is certainly
different here with family feuds and expectations to marry and
produce heirs! Amid all this tradition, the beautiful girl who
catches Leo's eye is a welcome distraction. She may be a lowly
waitress, but Angel Kassianides has her secrets…. Leo will be
pleased to discover she's a virgin, but not that she's the
daughter of his adversary! Or that, in nine months, there will
be one more secret revealed….
How Not to Be Seduced by Billionaires
OPEN
A Partners in Play Novel
Misadventures in Seduction
Royally Seduced
SINS THAT CAN'T BE FORGIVEN Tristan MacGregor is famed throughout the Highlands
as a silver-tonged seducer and an unrepentant rogue. Bold and charming, he's dallied with
many women, yet none as mysterious as the lass he steals a kiss from at king's court. Little does
he know this beauty is one of his clan's greatest enemies. PASSION THAT CAN'T BE
DENIED Isobel Fergusson has despised the bloodthirsty MacGregors ever since they murdered
her father. She's horrified to learn that the handsome stranger she kissed is of this clan. But
Tristan means to possess her at any cost and Isobel's body turns traitor at his touch. Can a man
she's sworn to hate be the only one she can ever love?
A cloth bag containing 20 paperback copies of the title that may also include a folder with sign
out sheets.
“Tracy Anne Warren is brilliant!” —New York Times bestselling author Cathy Maxwell Tracy
Anne Warren is making BIG waves with her “mad, bad, and dangerous to know” Byrons of
Braebourne, the wickedly compelling family first introduced in Tempted by His Kiss and
revisited in Seduced by His Touch. At the Duke’s Pleasure is Warren’s sexiest, most winning
romantic Byron misadventure to date—an arranged-marriage-gone-awry winner combining
the deft humor and stunning sensuality of Victoria Alexander with delightfully human and
unforgettable upper crust characters reminiscent of Julia Quinn. Romantic Times
BOOKreviews raves, “[Warren’s] gift for creating very sexy, poignant romances should endear
her to readers—and ensure their reading pleasure all night long.”
Not since The Thorn Birds has Colleen McCullough written a novel of such broad appeal about
a family and the Australian experience as The Touch. At its center is Alexander Kinross,
remembered as a young man in his native Scotland only as a shiftless boilermaker's apprentice
and a godless rebel. But when, years later, he writes from Australia to summon his bride, his
Scottish relatives quickly realize that he has made a fortune in the gold fields and is now a
man to be reckoned with. Arriving in Sydney after a difficult voyage, the sixteen-year-old
Elizabeth Drummond meets her husband-to-be and discovers to her dismay that he frightens
and repels her. Offered no choice, she marries him and is whisked at once across a wild,
uninhabited countryside to Alexander's own town, named Kinross after himself. In the crags
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above it lies the world's richest gold mine. Isolated in Alexander's great house, with no
company save Chinese servants, Elizabeth finds that the intimacies of marriage do not prompt
her husband to enlighten her about his past life -- or even his present one. She has no idea that
he still has a mistress, the sensual, tough, outspoken Ruby Costevan, whom Alexander has
established in his town, nor that he has also made Ruby a partner in his company, rapidly
expanding its interests far beyond gold. Ruby has a son, Lee, whose father is the head of the
beleaguered Chinese community; the boy becomes dear to Alexander, who fosters his education
as a gentleman. Captured by the very different natures of Elizabeth and Ruby, Alexander
resolves to have both of them. Why should he not? He has the fabled "Midas Touch" -- a
combination of curiosity, boldness and intelligence that he applies to every situation, and which
fails him only when it comes to these two women. Although Ruby loves Alexander desperately,
Elizabeth does not. Elizabeth bears him two daughters: the brilliant Nell, so much like her
father; and the beautiful, haunting Anna, who is to present her father with a torment out of
which for once he cannot buy his way. Thwarted in his desire for a son, Alexander turns to
Ruby's boy as a possible heir to his empire, unaware that by keeping Lee with him, he is
courting disaster. The stories of the lives of Alexander, Elizabeth and Ruby are intermingled
with those of a rich cast of characters, and, after many twists and turns, come to a stunning
and shocking climax. Like The Thorn Birds, Colleen McCullough's new novel is at once a love
story and a family saga, replete with tragedy, pathos, history and passion. As few other
novelists can, she conveys a sense of place: the desperate need of her characters, men and
women, rootless in a strange land, to create new beginnings.
Seduced by a Highlander
The Art Of Seduction
The Husband Trap
The Use and Abuse of Narrative
Seduced
With five siblings to care for, Prudence Hixsby's duty comes first, even if it means
becoming a spinster. When the eldest - and most cherished - of her younger brothers
decides to join the war, however, Prudence is determined to keep him safe. So she
strikes a bargain with an old acquaintance: her body in exchange for her brother's
safety. In the dead of the night, she slips into the bed of a man whose touch is both
fierce and passionate... little knowing she's just seduced the wrong man. Harrison
Carlisle, the Duke of Sutcliffe, never imagined that the lovely Prudence would honour
his bed, or just how bewitching those lush curves could be. Yet he keeps a gentleman's
silence. After all, a spy for the Crown can ill afford to marry. But when Prudence's
brother is killed, they find themselves uniting to track down the traitorous murderer. And
while death lurks within the shadowy world of espionage, there is also passion... and
the unbidden thrill of a seduction! A Masquerading Mistresses Novella
Which sort of seducer could you be? Siren? Rake? Cold Coquette? Star? Comedian?
Charismatic? Or Saint? This book will show you which. Charm, persuasion, the ability
to create illusions: these are some of the many dazzling gifts of the Seducer, the
compelling figure who is able to manipulate, mislead and give pleasure all at once.
When raised to the level of art, seduction, an indirect and subtle form of power, has
toppled empires, won elections and enslaved great minds. In this beautiful, sensually
designed book, Greene unearths the two sides of seduction: the characters and the
process. Discover who you, or your pursuer, most resembles. Learn, too, the pitfalls of
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the anti-Seducer. Immerse yourself in the twenty-four manoeuvres and strategies of the
seductive process, the ritual by which a seducer gains mastery over their target.
Understand how to 'Choose the Right Victim', 'Appear to Be an Object of Desire' and
'Confuse Desire and Reality'. In addition, Greene provides instruction on how to identify
victims by type. Each fascinating character and each cunning tactic demonstrates a
fundamental truth about who we are, and the targets we've become - or hope to win
over. The Art of Seduction is an indispensable primer on the essence of one of history's
greatest weapons and the ultimate power trip. From the internationally bestselling
author of The 48 Laws of Power, Mastery, and The 33 Strategies Of War.
All men lusted for the firebrand they called Flaming Tina, famed for the molten fire in
her hair—and for the hot temper running fierce through the noble Scots blood of Lady
Valentina Kennedy. Forced into marriage with the fearsome warrior of an enemy clan,
Tina vowed to use her wild beauty to gain mastery over Lord Ramsey Douglas.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER LA TIMES BOOK PRIZE FINALIST
NBCC JOHN LEONARD PRIZE FINALIST ONE OF THE NEW YORK TIMES'S MOST
NOTABLE BOOKS OF 2017 ONE OF THE WASHINGTON POST’S MOST NOTABLE
BOOKS OF 2017 ONE OF NPR’S ‘GREAT READS’ OF 2017 A USA TODAY BEST
BOOK OF THE YEAR AN AMAZON.COM BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR A BUSINESS
INSIDER BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR "Impossible to put down." —NPR "A novel that
readers will gulp down, gasping.” —The Washington Post "The word 'masterpiece' has
been cheapened by too many blurbs, but My Absolute Darling absolutely is one."
—Stephen King A brilliant and immersive, all-consuming read about one fourteen-yearold girl's heart-stopping fight for her own soul. Turtle Alveston is a survivor. At fourteen,
she roams the woods along the northern California coast. The creeks, tide pools, and
rocky islands are her haunts and her hiding grounds, and she is known to wander for
miles. But while her physical world is expansive, her personal one is small and
treacherous: Turtle has grown up isolated since the death of her mother, in the thrall of
her tortured and charismatic father, Martin. Her social existence is confined to the
middle school (where she fends off the interest of anyone, student or teacher, who
might penetrate her shell) and to her life with her father. Then Turtle meets Jacob, a
high-school boy who tells jokes, lives in a big clean house, and looks at Turtle as if she
is the sunrise. And for the first time, the larger world begins to come into focus: her life
with Martin is neither safe nor sustainable. Motivated by her first experience with real
friendship and a teenage crush, Turtle starts to imagine escape, using the very survival
skills her father devoted himself to teaching her. What follows is a harrowing story of
bravery and redemption. With Turtle's escalating acts of physical and emotional
courage, the reader watches, heart in throat, as this teenage girl struggles to become
her own hero—and in the process, becomes ours as well. Shot through with striking
language in a fierce natural setting, My Absolute Darling is an urgently told, profoundly
moving read that marks the debut of an extraordinary new writer.
Your Dad Will Do
The Virgin's Seduction
Seduced By Moonlight
A Novel
A Season of Seduction
THE MILLION COPY INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER Drawn from
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3,000 years of the history of power, this is the definitive guide to
help readers achieve for themselves what Queen Elizabeth I, Henry
Kissinger, Louis XIV and Machiavelli learnt the hard way. Law 1:
Never outshine the master Law 2: Never put too much trust in
friends; learn how to use enemies Law 3: Conceal your intentions
Law 4: Always say less than necessary. The text is bold and elegant,
laid out in black and red throughout and replete with fables and
unique word sculptures. The 48 laws are illustrated through the
tactics, triumphs and failures of great figures from the past who
have wielded - or been victimised by - power.
___________________________________ (From the Playboy interview with JayZ, April 2003) PLAYBOY: Rap careers are usually over fast: one or
two hits, then styles change and a new guy comes along. Why have
you endured while other rappers haven't? JAY-Z: I would say that it's
from still being able to relate to people. It's natural to lose yourself
when you have success, to start surrounding yourself with fake
people. In The 48 Laws of Power, it says the worst thing you can do
is build a fortress around yourself. I still got the people who grew up
with me, my cousin and my childhood friends. This guy right here
(gestures to the studio manager), he's my friend, and he told me
that one of my records, Volume Three, was wack. People set higher
standards for me, and I love it.
Starting with Bad Behavior in the 1980s, Mary Gaitskill has been
writing about gender relations with searing, even prophetic honesty.
In This Is Pleasure, she considers our present moment through the
lens of a particular #MeToo incident. The effervescent, well-dressed
Quin, a successful book editor and fixture on the New York arts
scene, has been accused of repeated unforgivable transgressions
toward women in his orbit. But are they unforgivable? And who has
the right to forgive him? To Quin’s friend Margot, the wrongdoing is
less clear. Alternating Quin’s and Margot’s voices and perspectives,
Gaitskill creates a nuanced tragicomedy, one that reveals her
characters as whole persons—hurtful and hurting, infuriating and
touching, and always deeply recognizable. Gaitskill has said that
fiction is the only way that she could approach this subject because
it is too emotionally faceted to treat in the more rational essay form.
Her compliment to her characters—and to her readers—is that they
are unvarnished and real. Her belief in our ability to understand
them, even when we don’t always admire them, is a gesture of
humanity from one of our greatest contemporary writers.
Christi Caldwell is a MUST READ!! ~Mary Balogh, New York Times
bestselling author And see why Tessa Dare says, "A Christi Caldwell
book never fails to touch the heart." In this spellbinding new
Regency series by Christi Caldwell, The Heart of a Duke meets the
Brethren of the Lords. The stakes are high and passions flare hot in
Regency England! A widow with a past… The last thing Victoria
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Barrett, the Viscountess Waters, has any interest in is romance.
When the only man she’s ever loved was killed she endured an
arranged marriage to a cruel man in order to survive. Now widowed,
her only focus is on clearing her son’s name from the charge of
murder. That is until the love of her life returns from the grave. A
leader of a once great agency… Nathaniel Archer, the Earl of Exeter
head of the Crown’s elite organization, The Brethren, is back on
British soil. Captured and tortured 20 years ago, he clung to
memories of his first love until he could escape. Discovering she has
married whilst he was captive, Nathaniel sets aside the distractions
of love...until an unexpected case is thrust upon him-- to solve the
murder of the Viscount Waters. There is just one complication: the
prime suspect's mother is none other than Victoria, the woman he
once loved with his very soul. Secrets will be uncovered and passions
rekindled. Victoria and Nathaniel must trust one another if they
hope to start anew—in love and life. But will duty destroy their last
chance?
Cast into a world of black, Declan Carstairs is a man in torment.
Consumed by guilt, he sees no way out of the darkness his life has
become. Only one thing drives him--finding the woman who caused
his brother's death, and the accident that took his sight.
Housekeeper Chloe Daniels refuses to pity her devastatingly
gorgeous boss, but treating him as the strong, capable man he is
soon proves dangerous. As Chloe falls deeper under Declan's spell,
awakened by his touch, she forgets all about the secret she keeps
that may destroy them both....
Love is Blind
Forbidden to His Touch
Seduced by a Billionaire
Seduced By A Scoundrel
Paranormal Romance

The flames of desire fuel a torrid reunion as bestselling author Bronwen Evans returns
with another captivating novel of the Disgraced Lords. See why Jen McLaughlin raves,
“Bronwen’s historical romances always make the top of my reading list!” Lady
Evangeline Stuart chose to wed a tyrant with a title, or so society believes. That was five
years ago—five long years that she could have spent with her first and only love: Lord
Hadley Fullerton, the second son of the Duke of Claymore. Now Evangeline is a widow,
and her soul cries out for Hadley. But when they see each other at last, everything has
changed. The passion in his eyes has been corrupted by betrayal. Somehow Evangeline
must regain Hadley’s trust—without revealing the secret that would spoil the seduction.
Hadley is determined not to be distracted by Evangeline. He and the other Libertine
Scholars are in pursuit of an enemy who has been striking at them from the shadows, and
Evangeline’s mere presence could be dangerous. But with one smile, one touch, one taste
of Evangeline’s lips, Hadley’s resolve is overpowered by far more pleasant memories.
As the two enter into a discreet affair, Hadley vows to give her his body, never his heart.
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That, she will have to earn. Look for the enchanting Disgraced Lords series from
Bronwen Evans: A KISS OF LIES | A PROMISE OF MORE | A TOUCH OF PASSION |
A WHISPER OF DESIRE | A TASTE OF SEDUCTION | A NIGHT OF FOREVER And
don’t miss her novels in the Imperfect Lords series: ADDICTED TO THE DUKE |
DRAWN TO THE MARQUESS | ATTRACTED TO THE EARL “Balanced by the constant
undercurrent of attraction and mystery . . . [the] fifth Disgraced Lords Regency romance
reunites two lovers who were separated by misunderstandings and time.”—Publishers
Weekly “A thrilling read that engages you from the very first moment. Mystery and
intrigue mixed into a heart-warming love story that holds you to the very end.”—Pamela
Labud, author of A Most Delicate Pursuit “A Taste of Seduction is absolutely delicious,
with excitement, emotion, and heat. It’s a love story that will make you sigh with
satisfaction.”—USA Today bestselling author Darcy Burke “A Taste of Seduction is a
riveting, adventurous story of suspense and passion that will leave readers begging for
more from the talented Bronwen Evans!”—Award-winning author Vanessa Kelly Includes
an excerpt from the next Disgraced Lords title.
I am Meredith Gentry, P.I. and Princess Merry, heir to the throne of Fairie. Now there
are those among me who whisper I am more. They fear me even as they protect me. And
who can blame them? I’ve awakened the dazzling magic that’s slumbered in them for
thousands of years. But the thing is, I can’t figure out why. My aunt, the Queen of Air
and Darkness, is no longer distracted by her usual sadistic hobbies. Her obsession has
turned unwaveringly to me. The mission to get me pregnant and beat my cousin Prince
Cel to the crown is taking longer than expected. Even though I spend each night with the
Queen’s Ravens, my immortal guards, no child has come of our decadent pleasures. But
something else is happening. My magic courses through me uncontrollably. And as I lock
my half-mortal body with their full-Sidhe blooded ones, the power surges like never
before. It all began with the chalice. I dreamed of it, and it appeared, cool and hard,
beside me when I awoke. My guards know the ancient relic well—its disappearance ages
ago stripped them of their vital powers. But it is here with us now. My touch resonates
with its force, and they’re consumed with it, their Sidhe essences lit up by it. But even as
they cherish me for this unexpected gift, there are those who loathe me for it. Me, a
mongrel, only half fey and part mortal. The Unseelie court has suffered for so long, and
there are some who would not have it weakened further by an impure queen. My enemies
grow in number every day. But they do not know what I am capable of. Nor, for that
matter, do I. . . . In Seduced by Moonlight, Laurell K. Hamilton brings the dark, erotic
reign of the immortal fey to a startling new depth. Full of sensuality and the consuming
anticipation of latent powers unleashed, this world of gods, shapeshifters, and immortal
souls is unveiled in all of its supreme magnificence and its treacherous deceits.
The Virgin's Seduction by Anne Mather released on Sep 1, 2009 is available now for
purchase.
Here comes the substitute bride. . . . Violet Brantford has always longed for the
passionate embrace of Adrian Winter, the wealthy Duke of Raeburn. Problem is, he’s set
to marry Violet’s vivacious, more socially polished look-alike twin sister, Jeannette. But
when Jeannette refuses to go through with the ceremony mere minutes before it is to
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begin, soft-spoken Violet finds herself walking down the aisle and taking vows in her
sister’s place. Soon shy Violet is a high-society wife, trying to keep her real identity a
secret while living out the fantasies of her wildest dreams. Adrian thinks he knows exactly
what he’s gotten himself into: Jeannette may be flighty and, well, a bit self-involved, but
she’s the picture-perfect wife to carry on the Winter name. Yet this marriage of
convenience brings the groom more than he bargained for when he finds his sweet,
innocent wife surprising him at every turn. And though he never planned on true love,
Adrian is definitely in danger of losing his heart.
Seduced by the Fae
This Is Pleasure
The Brethren
Tempted by His Touch
The 48 Laws Of Power
Although the widowed Lady Rebecca has sworn off marriage, men are
another matter. London's cold winter nights have her dreaming of
warmer pursuits-like finding a lover to satisfy her hungry heart.
Someone handsome, discreet, and most importantly as uninterested in
marriage as she is. Someone like Jack Fulton. A known adventurer and
playboy, Jack seems like the perfect choice. There's just one problem:
Jack isn't interested in an affair. He needs the beautiful, mysterious
Lady Rebecca to be his wife. And he doesn't have much time to
persuade her. A secret from Jack's past is about to surface, and by
Christmas Day he'll be either married to Rebecca or dead.
24-year-old Yanna Everleigh is an old-fashioned virgin who believes in
dates before kisses and courtship before relationships. She's also the
idiot who mistakes the sexy beautiful man sitting next to her on a job
interview as a fellow recruit. But as it turns out, he's Constantijin
Kastein, Netherlands' #1 playboy - and the billionaire CEO who gives
Yanna her first intimate taste of pleasure...on the same day. Yanna
acts the prude, the tease, and everything else in between to keep
Constantijin at arm's length. But it doesn't work and Yanna only
becomes more hopelessly entranced with her moody suitor, never mind
how his complicated past makes him incapable of love. As Constantijin
continues to woo and seduce, Yanna knows she must make him realize
it's not enough he's offering her the world in exchange of owning her
body and soul. Her Dutch billionaire must realize that her surrender
has no price...because he already has her heart.
In this spiritual sequel to his influential Reading for the Plot, Peter
Brooks examines the dangerously alluring power of storytelling.
“There’s nothing in the world more powerful than a good story.
Nothing can stop it. Nothing can defeat it.” So begins the scholar and
literary critic Peter Brooks’s reckoning with today’s flourishing cult of
story. Forty years after publishing his seminal work Reading for the
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Plot, his important contribution to what came to be known as the
“narrative turn” in contemporary criticism and philosophy, Brooks
returns to question the unquestioning fashion in which story is now
embraced as an excuse or explanation and the fact that every brand or
politician comes equipped with one. In a discussion that ranges from
The Girl on the Train to legal argument, Brooks reminds us that
among the powers of narrative is the power to deceive.
Seduced By His TouchHarper Collins
Seduced By Fire
The Spy Who Seduced Her
Tempted
My Absolute Darling
***** 'A starkly naked story of a young woman's adventure of self-discovery, told
with a striking lack of shame or apology. Highly recommended.' - Dr. Christopher
Ryan, author of Sex At Dawn 'Smart, original, ambitious, and deeply absorbing
memoir... She succeeds by bringing us deftly and irresistibly into her most
intimate pains and joys, stretching our understanding of what commitment and
autonomy mean.' - Dr. Wednesday Martin, author of Untrue & Primates of Park
Avenue 'A perfect guide to our new world, the only problem I had picking up this
book was putting it back down. Open compels, entertains, and may ultimately
transform its readers.' - Dr. Terry Real, internationally recognised Family
Therapist, author, and founder of the Relational Life Institute 'A sexy, messy,
necessary look at polyamory' - Advocate When Rachel Krantz met and fell for
Adam, he told her that he was looking for a committed partnership - just one that
did not include exclusivity. Excited but a little trepidatious, Rachel set out to see
whether love and a serious relationship can coexist beyond the familiar borders
of monogamy. This is her open and honest true story. Now, in her debut memoir,
she chronicles her dive into non-monogamy. With fly-on-the-wall detail and
extraordinary perceptiveness, OPEN takes us inside Brooklyn parties and into
the wider swinger and polyamory community. Armed with her journalistic
instincts, detailed journal entries and interviews with experts and therapists,
Krantz also breaks new ground in confronting the unique ways tacit abuse and
gaslighting can manifest when things get so complex. Unflinching and brazen,
OPEN asks what liberation really looks like, and whether the pleasure really is
worth the pain.
After she is robbed and her personal guard is killed, Princess Mercedes of Alden
convinces dispossessed laird Daniel MacKinnon to escort her to London, and
they face the perils of love as well as pursuit by ruthless assassins.
A long-estranged family discovers that blood is thicker than water in this hilarious
and moving domestic comedy. It's been a couple of decades since Nick cast off
his impossible, contentious, embarrassingly working-class parents: gruff, stingy,
explosive Ken and June, who seemed to revert to a primal state of nature after a
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divorce that both of them managed to blame on Nick. Enjoying the life of the
country gentleman that he's made for himself with impeccably turned-out Astrid
and her teenage daughter, Laura, Nick has kept only the slenderest family
connection to his brother, Dave, who's stuck with the role of ambassador in a
family that's long settled into cold war. But then Ken decides that the year of his
death has arrived, and thus kicks off an ill-conceived quest to reunite his family
before he meets his fate. Bringing to this tinderbox just the spark it needs, Louise
Dean sends up the whole clan, each of them fatally flawed yet saved by hidden
grace, and illuminates with her incomparable acuity their clashes of generation,
gender, class, and temperament, in a riotous and compassionate conflagration.
Ripe for Pleasure
A Story
All the Light We Cannot See
The Touch
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